
« that hat! This straw hat was 
plain and simple…until we trimmed it 
with a brimful of chenille stem blossoms. 
And they were so easy to make! We 
rolled the stems into cute little coils, 
securing them to the hat with hot glue.

« all decked out! 
What’s so fun about fashion on a 
stem? Your little one can help with 
the design! Let her choose from our 
colossal collection of chenille stems. 
Then, help her bend them into a 
variety of adorable embellishments.

embellish me, baby! » 
Accessories are always fun when they’re 
made with our colorful chenille stems. Just 
ask our pint-sized partygoers! Use stems 
to beautify a simple ribbon belt or a  
plain-jane hair band. Or better yet, twist 
them into an adorable flower power ring.

Sunny, funny and 
fabulous! 

jewel of  the pool » 
She’s all dressed up and ready to 
play! That’s why she’s draped in a 
darling collection of chenille stem 
jewelry—including a curly hair clip, 
flower ring, and a pair of coordinating 
earrings. Check out the necklace! It 
features chenille stems, rolled into  
tiny “beads.”

«    present company
This time the package is half the fun. 
Chenille stems are perfect for presents! 
Go for the giggle when you craft a 
gaggle of crazy, curly toppers. Simply 
twist stems around a pencil for the 
perfect coil.

Sunny, funny and fabulous! 
Set the scene for a fabulous summer pool party 

with a surprising guest—chenille stems!
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all in the wrist! »
Which wristwear floats your boat? 
A fuzzy wooden bangle? Or a curly, 
swirly corsage? Both are a breeze 
with our colorful chenille stems. No 
adhesive or findings required. Just 
twist, wrap, bend and go!

« accessorize 
surprise
Little baubles mean lots of fun for 
a poolful of cute little partygoers. 
Craft a hair barrette mounted 
on a self-adhesive earring clip. 
Then, pair it with a sweet beaded 
necklace—ours features handy 
wireless stems.

over her head! 
This birthday girl has big ideas about 
poolside fashion. Why shouldn’t she 

have the biggest crown in town? 
It features a trio of vibrant chenille 
stems, including iridescent tinsel. 
We then topped off this crown 
with heart-shaped gems fit for a 
princess.

it’s a shoe in! Little toes know fabulous 
fashion. That’s why these fuzzy flip-flops are such a 
hit! The straps were wrapped in white chenille stems. 
And for the finishing touch? A kooky bow, made with 
wireless chenille stems. So cute!

« poolside
pizzazz... 
She’s on the deck and 
decked out in a flowery 
headband, a spiral 
necklace and a pair of 
coordinating earrings.

at present » 
As much fun to give 
as it was to wrap, this 
package is topped with 
oodles of curled  
chenille stems.

Party Please! It’s a party by the pool, and it’s packed with 
adorable chenille stem accessories! These colorful  

projects are perfect for favors, fashion and fun—from precious  
jewelry…to fuzzy headgear…to silly gift toppers!

ring thing » Crossing your fingers 
for the perfect cutie-pie party favor? How 
about chenille stem rings? Make them full 
and fabulous with multiple stems, folded and 
curled into the desired shape. And for extra 
pizzazz? Try bright plastic beads.

From wearables to  
favors to gussied-up gift 

boxes, chenille stems make 
the perfect, inexpensive,  

kid-friendly craft.

stepping out 
These flip-flops are a shoe in for the  
perfect pool party favor. There are so many 
options for sunny, funny designs! Make a 
fuzzy flower, a curly bow, or a foot-worthy 
fringe. Then, add excitement with beads, 
charms, or gemstones.


